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BTG presents: Lucky Streak Mk2
Dive into the electrifying world of Lucky Streak Mk2!

Keep your eyes on the spinning symbols to rack up numbers on the Number Trail, where high 
positions mean big multipliers up to x30, leading to the ultimate Cash Stoppa Bonus offering 
incredible multipliers from x40 to an astonishing x10,000! Hit 11 or more on the Number Trail to 
trigger the Cash Stoppa Trail, where pressing Cash Stoppa advances you towards big wins until 
‘Collect’ lights up. Don’t miss ‘Repeat Chance’ for a chance to restart and amplify your rewards!

Unlock the Lucky Streak Trail with 3 or more Scatters for up to 15 free spins, each guaranteed 
to bring you a win! Plus, landing 3 or more Scatters in Free Spins mode reactivates the Lucky 
Streak Trail, stacking up more Free Spins for an even luckier streak!For instant action, the Bonus 
Buy option catapults you straight into the Lucky Streak Trail, offering a quick and thrilling 
experience with every spin! 

Experience the thrill and excitement of Lucky Streak Mk2!

Min Stake

Max Stake

Features

Max Win

Win Lines

Reels x Rows

RTP

Volatility

GENERAL INFORMATION
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• Cash Stoppa Bonus with up to 10,000x multiplier.
• Lucky Streak Trail with a chance to win up to 15 free spins.
• Every free spin contains a guaranteed win.
• Bonus Buy to purchase Free Spins.

HIGHLIGHTS

€/£/$ 0.20

€/£/$ 50

4 (Number Trail, Cash Stoppa Bonus, Free Spins, Bonus Buy)

2,500x

20

5 x 3

Very High

86.06% - 86.09%, 94.06% - 94.09% or 96.32% - 96.39%
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OSS Game Type

luckystreakmk2

luckystreakmk2

OSS ID

luckystremk2v194

luckystreakmk2v1

94% Option with Bonus Buy

96% Option with Bonus Buy

RTP 

94.06% - 94.09%

96.32% - 96.39%

Score 11 or higher on the Number Trail to ignite the Cash Stoppa Trail. Keep pressing Cash 
Stoppa to progress until ‘Collect’ shines. Your prize is determined by the Cash Stoppa 
Trail’s highlighted position when ‘Collect’ lights up. If ‘Repeat Chance’ flashes, the Cash 
Stoppa Trail restarts, amplifying your winnings.  Get ready for an epic journey on the Cash 
Stoppa Trail, offering multipliers from x40 all the way up to an incredible x10,000!

Cash Stoppa Bonus

Watch the symbols closely as they spin, revealing extra numbers that add up on the 
Number Trail. The highest highlighted position on the trail determines your prize, with 
multipliers ranging from x10 to x30. And don’t miss the ultimate thrill: the Cash Stoppa 
Bonus!

Number Trail

DESKTOP + MOBILE

GAME IDs and RTPs

BTG must be used in all text marketing and communication materials alongside Lucky Streak Mk2 and Bonus Buy. The game is responsive to any height 
and width setting; however, for best results; house the desktop version of the game in a 16:9 ratio window.

About Big Time Gaming

Comment

Bonus Buy

Explode straight into the action with Bonus Buy. Press the Bonus Buy icon to purchase 
Free Spins for 85 times the stake, and launch yourself straight into the Lucky Streak Trail 
to reveal the number of spins!

Free Spins

Unlock the Lucky Streak Trail with 3 or more Scatters anywhere on the reels! Hit Stop to 
claim up to 15 free spins, each guaranteed to deliver a win! While in Free Spins mode, 
landing 3 or more Scatters will retrigger the Lucky Streak Trail, adding more free spins to 
your existing total for an even luckier run!
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GAME FEATURES

Download the full promo pack: HERE

luckystreakmk2 luckystremk2v18686% Option with Bonus Buy 86.06% - 86.09%

https://clientarea.evolution.com/big-time-gaming/games/lucky-streak-mk2

